Agenda

LAC Meeting

June 5, 2015
1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
CLIMB

Because our fearless chair is off learning about how to courageously lead a general education reform conversation at PCC with our fearless team (Kendra, Anne, Wayne, Jeremy, member of Curriculum, Janeen, chair of Degrees and Certs), Michele Marden will facilitate this meeting per LAC vice-chair duties in the bylaws.

Please feel free to invite guests to the meeting.

Please email Michele Marden (michele.marden@pcc.edu) by Thursday noon if you would like to share thoughts on a particular core outcome (one we have now or one you’d like to see).

Tentative Agenda:

1. Volunteer time keeper (1 min)
2. Introductions of members and guests with self-reflection question: As we end the school year, what gives you the most gooey and happy thoughts about your work at PCC or PCC generally? (1 minute max each, approx 15 total)
3. Minutes review and approval (10 min max)
4. Updates from committees/workgroups (5 minutes max each, unless something big is happening!)
   a. Membership
   b. Core Outcomes
   c. Template
   d. Other?
5. Discussion (remaining time)
   a. Sharing and reflection of Montgomery College’s process for their general education reform (30-45 min); There may be an activity around this.
   b. Core Outcome Review Issues In-Focus; This is a continuation from last meeting if there is more to share. (35 min)
      i. Please email me by Thursday noon (June 4, 2015) if you would like to share thoughts on a particular core outcome (one we have now or one you’d like to see)
   c. General Education in OR from the state-wise Learning Outcomes and Assessment committee (?)
      i. Note: It is very likely that I will not have the time to even read my notes, much less collect them in a coherent way for sharing. I will try. Also, I'd rather give time to the prior bullet if there is the interest. (I can send it out when completed and/or we can discus it early next year).

Welcome to our newest LAC member: Jessica Johnson!